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The film has received mixed reviews from critics. The film currently holds a score of 57% on Rotten Tomatoes based on 104 reviews, with an average rating of 5.4/10. The site's consensus states, ""The Bourne Identity" doesn't quite match up to its predecessor, but it still provides strong thrills for fans who are willing to settle for the franchise's second installment." Some critics have praised the action
sequences, particularly those that involve Bourne using his training. "Entertainment Weekly" described his fighting style as "chugging along at 180 miles per hour". "Newsweek" stated that the fight scene in the parking garage is "brilliant". "Total Film" stated that the fight scene in the elevator "will come as a huge relief to those who feel Jason Bourne was fighting like a rugby player (or as one civil
servant put it, "like Rocky") for much of the first movie". Critics also noted the film's reliance on Bourne's memory to solve many of his problems. The film's title song "I Still Believe" by Adam Wilson and Erika Nuri was praised by critics. However, other reviewers focused more on character and plot issues rather than action scenes. The performances, special effects and supporting characters were
also subject to criticism. Some critics felt that other elements such as directing and editing were inadequate, but concluded that it still offered entertainment value. "Newsweek" stated that the film's "hardest problem is that it simply can't compete with what came before", referring to "The Bourne Identity". The magazine gave the film a rating of C+, stating that though the action sequences are firm,
audiences may be bored by the film's second half. The review also states that Damon's character is not given much development and refers to Damon as a "pretty stiff leading man". "Entertainment Weekly" gave a rating of C+, stating that though Matt Damon gives an adequate performance, he is too much like Jason Bourne from the first film.
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